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A method for studying the electron-impurity scattering rate by magnetic-field-induced surface-
state resonances (SSR) in Cu alloys in the presence of overlapping signals is outlined and compared
to temperature dependent de Haas —van Alphen techniques. Experiments using the SSR technique
in the (110}sample plane in CuNi alloys are reported. The scattering rate induced by the Ni impuri-

ty is found to vary by a factor of 5 over the Fermi surface. The variation follows closely the magni-
tude of the d-wave component of the electron wave functions in Cu as determined from band-
structure calculations. It is concluded that the scattering potential introduced by Ni in Cu connects
primarily the d states. The relevance of the scattering anisotropy to the existing Hall-effect data is
also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The significance of the anisotropic scattering of con-
duction electrons in a metal is well recognized. The an-
isotropy provides an explanation for a variety of proper-
ties. These include, for example, the variation of the Hall
effect upon alloying. Similarly, other transport properties
such as magnetoresistance are also sensitive to the aniso-
tropy.

A number of experimental methods exist that provide
for the measurement of the anisotropy of the scattering.
Of these, the surface-state scattering technique is the most
direct. In this paper we report on the experimental
measurement of the anisotropic scattering due to a Ni im-
purity in Cu using the surface-state resonance technique.
These results are compared with those obtained earlier by
the authors for an Al impurity in Cu (Ref. 6) and with
those obtained for Ni by others from de Haas —van Al-
phen (dHvA) effect studies.

Magnetic-field-induced surface-state resonances provide
a unique and powerful technique to study the anisotropy
of electron scattering interactions in metals and semimet-
als. Like the dHvA effect, surface-state resonances yield
detailed and local information pertaining to scattering
rates. In the sections that follow we describe how
magnetic-field-induced surface-state resonances can be
used to determine electron scattering rates and how the
experimental data is handled to achieve this. This is par-
ticularly relevant in as much as there has been no previous
description of analysis of data consisting of overlapping
lines. %'e also compare the surface-state method to dHvA
techniques. In the final section the electron scattering
rates are presented and compared with dHvA results. Im-
plications are drawn regarding the anisotropy and its rela-
tionship to the variation of the electron wave function
over the Fermi surface and to the variation in the Hall ef-
fect upon alloying.

Classically, magnetic-field-induced surface-state reso-
nances correspond to electrons moving along the surface
with a periodic skipping motion (Fig. l). The electrons
are constrained to the near-surface region by the Lorentz
force associated with the applied magnetic fields. The or-
bits are quantized with the maximum penetration depth
given by
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FICx. 1. Schematic representation of surface states showing
electron skipping trajectory induced by the applied magnetic
field H. R, is the radius of curvature of the electron orbit, Vf is
the Fermi velocity, and 5 is the skin depth. 8 is typically 1'—2'.
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where Vf is the Fermi velocity and the symbol l denotes
the component of the Fermi velocity and the radius of
curvature in the plane perpendicular to the applied mag-
netic field.

If the sample is placed in a microwave field polarized
such that the electric field vector has a nonzero corn
ponent parallel to the Fermi velocity, then transitions be-
tween surface states can be induced. For a fixed mi-
crowave frequency cu, resonant transitions are expected
whenever the magnetic field H is such that the energy
separation of the surface-state levels m and n satisfies the
Einstein relation

Ace =Em —E„.
The resonant magnetic field H „ is then given by

3/2 1/2
'6 co 2J()

mn 3
+n Clm Vf

The resonances are observed as changes in the mi-
crowave surface impedance of the metal. If one plots the
derivative of the real part of surface impedance with
respect to the applied magnetic field, dR/dH, one finds
peaks that occur near the resonant magnetic fields H~„.
Figure 2 illustrates a typical surface-state signal. Shown
is a spectrum from the (110) plane of Cu.

The electron states that contribute to a given resonance
signal are those for which the resonance parameter
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental resonance spectrum
(solid line) in Cu with that predicted by theory (dashed line) for
H parallel to (100) and the rf electric field parallel to H. Inset
depicts predicted minima and maximum in plot of resonant field
value for transition between first and second surface-state ener-

gy levels. Angle P is measured from (100) axis with respect to
the center of the Brillouin zone in the (110)plane.

where a„ is the nth zero of the Airy function
[Ai( —a„)=0, n=1,2,etc. , Ai is the airy function], H is
the magnitude of the applied magnetic field, and K is the
local radius of curvature of the Fermi surface. The sym-
bol l denotes the projection of the Fermi-surface radius of
curvature in the plane perpendicular to the applied mag-
netic field. The energy levels for the surface are given by

(a )2/3(e2h)1/3H2/3( P /+1/3)

(K/Vj)I has a local extremum and whose Fermi veloci-
ty is approximately parallel to the sample surface. ' Typi-
cally, these regions are 3'—10' in length and 0.5 —2' in
width with respect to the center of the Brillouin zone.
Hence the various parameters, including the scattering
rates, obtained from an analysis of surface-state reso-
nances are associated with very small regions of the Fermi
surface.

By comparison, the scattering rate obtained from dHvA
measurements are not local to a particular region on the
Fermi surface. Instead, they are averages relating to elec-
tron states lying along narrow, well-defined extremal or-
bits on the Fermi surface. As assumed by Lowndes" the
orbital values for the scattering rate are related to the
point-by-point scattering rates by the relation

where To is the cyclotron time, r, (t) is the point-by-point
scattering time, and the integral is performed over the
dHvA orbit. The orbital averages are thus the 1ocal values
weighted by the amount of time dt spent at a particular
point on the Fermi surface. To obtain point-by-point esti-
mates of the scattering rates, it is necessary to invert the
integral above.

The inversion may be accomplished provided a
comprehensive set of orbital scattering rates are available
from dHvA measurements. ' The process involves assum-

ing a representation r, (k, C~) for the scattering rates. The
cubic harmonic and symmetrized Fourier series expan-
sions have been used for this purpose. ' The parameter C;
depends upon the specific representation. Regardless of
the representation used, the coefficients are determined by
an iterative least-squares fitting of the calculated orbital
averages to those experimentally determined. The number
of coefficients that can be obtained is limited to the num-
ber of different orbits for which data is available.

The inversion process results in the introduction of un-
certainties in the point-by-point estimates of the scattering
rate. Poulsen et al. have estimated the uncertainties in
the inversion by determining the variation in the local
scattering rate as a function of the number of coefficients.
The number of Fourier coefficients was increased from 3
to 7. For various Cu alloys the resulting uncertainties
ranged from a few percent for the neck region to
50—loo%%uo for points around the (100) axis.

The experimental measurement of scattering rate in-
volves the measurement of the amplitude variation of the
harmonics of the dHvA signal. The nth harmonic is re-
duced by a factor exp( nEm, x/H), w—here n is the index
of the harmonic, K is a constant, 146.9 Kg K ', m, is the
cyclotron effective mass in units of free-electron mass, FI
is the magnetic field, and x is the Dingle temperature.
The Dingle temperature is related to the average (around
the dHvA orbit) of the scattering rate by

The above assumes that only one extremal orbit contri-
butes to the signal. If more than one is present, one ob-
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[1/r(k) ],„=
1.56

AH 0 02
H

where co is the microwave frequency and the square brack-
ets denote an average over the aforementioned strip. The

I

tains overlapping signals with a much more complex vari-
ation in the amplitude behavior of the harmonics. Tech-
niques are available for extracting the Dingle temperatures
and hence the scattering rate for such cases. '

The extraction of point-by-point estimates of the elec-
tron scattering rates from magnetic induced surface-state
resonances do not involve such inversion schemes. Rath-
er, the width of the dR/dH peaks are directly related to
the point-by-point scattering rates. Doezema and Koch
have shown empirically that for the n = 1 to m =2 transi-
tion, the scattering rate is related to the relative width at
half-amplitude b,H /H by

strip length over which the scattering rate is averaged may
be estimated by the variation in the resonance parameter
(I('/Vf)i around the extremal point. For Cu the strip
length varies from 10 kF to 10 'kF where kz is the
magnitude of the Fermi-wave vector. '

As in the case of dHvA signals, the above assumes that
only one extremum contributes to the surface-state signal.
If more than one signal is present, the simple relationship
between the apparent linewidth and scattering rate is no
longer valid. To our knowledge we are the first to develop
and apply a procedure to obtain scattering rates from such
signals which is as follows. One first carefully constructs
theoretical line shapes which contain contributions from
each surface-state signal. The resulting theoretical spec-
trum is then compared to the experimental date. This
process is repeated until a satisfactory fit is obtained.

To understand this process consider the following. The
shape of the resonance spectrum is given to a good ap-
proximation by '

dZ . dRe =Re const(i — 3 ) dk~dH' dH Vf(ky ) co co (H ky)+il (ky H)

where k„ is the k-space coordinate along the magnetic
field. The quantity n „ is the matrix element of the elec-
tric field between surface-state wave functions in the
anomalous —skin-effect skin depth 5 of the meta&. The
quantity V„ is the component of the Fermi velocity Vf
along the applied rf electric field and m~„ is the difference
in energy between surface states divided by A. The disper-
sive term i I accounts for electron scattering. The integra-
tion over k„ is carried out over the region of the Fermi
surface for which an extremum in the resonance parame-
ter (I('/Vf)i exists using the techniques developed by
Koch and Jensen. ' The scattering rate I is adjusted until
satisfactory agreement is obtained between the theoretical
line shape described by the above expression and the mea-
sured data.

(ioo)

If more than one region of the Fermi surface exhibits
an extremum then the contribution from each must be ac-
counted for. To do this, one carefully chooses appropriate
rf electric field and magnetic field orientations such that a
minimum number of overlapping signals contribute. For
example, in Cu and its alloys, by orienting the magnetic
and the electric fields parallel to the (100) axis only the
region around f (see Fig. 3) contributes to observed sig-
nals. Only this region contributes since the V„ is essen-
tially zero for all other extermal regions. If the electric
field is reoriented to lie along the (110) axis, then regions
around f, d', and e contribute. Since the scattering rate
for region f may be obtained by itself, one then can use it
to obtain those for d' and e. Fortuitously, the primary 1-2
transitions for these two regions are separated sufficiently
in field so that there is minimal overlap. As a result one
can fit these regions separately. The resulting resonance
lines are then added together to obtain a theoretical spec-
trum which is compared to the experimentally obtained
one. As in the case of a single resonance, the scattering
rates are adjusted until a satisfactory fit of the total
theoretical spectrum with the experimental one is ob-
tained. From this process one thus obtains averages for
the scattering rates for each of the very localized strips of
the Fermi surface which contribute to the observed sig-
nals.

a
gg III. EXPERIMENT

A. Apparatus

FIG. 3. Fermi-surface regions in the (110) plane of Cu that
give rise to surface-state resonances (Ref. 10). Arrows denote
the approximate region of the Fermi surface contributing to the
signal.

The magnetic-field-induced surface-state measurements
were made in a simple set of Helmholtz coils with a max-
imum field of 120 Oe. A sample holder was used which
allowed the rotation of the magnetic field through 360'
about an axis perpendicular to the sample plane. T'he
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sample formed one wall of a cylindrical microwave cavity.
The change in sample surface impedance was detected by
measurement of cavity Q using a conventional reflection-
type microwave spectrometer operating at 24 GHz. The
magnetic field was modulated at a frequency of 100 Hz to
allow synchronous detection of the resulting signal and
direct measurment of dR/dH. The work was conducted
at liquid-He temperature (nominally 4.2 K).

B. Samples

The Cu sample used in the experiment was spark-cut
from a large single-crystal boule. The starting crystal,
nominally 99.999%%uo pure, was obtained from Materials
Research Corporation. After spark-cutting the Cu sample
was annealed in oxygen atmosphere (pressure 4&&10
mm Hg) for 10 d at 1000'C. The oxygen anneal seques-
ters the residual impurities rendering them ineffective as
electron scattering centers.

After annealing, the sample was boiled for 20 min in a
saturated solution of NH4OH to remove the tightly
adherent oxide coating formed during the oxygen anneal.
The sample was then mechanically lapped first using
600-grit paper followed by aluminum oxide. After lap-
ping and immediately prior to measurement the sample
was electropolished in a 2:1 solution of H3PO4, and water
according to the recipe given by Tegart. ' As reported
elsewhere, ' electropolishing times of 4—5 h were re-
quired to obtain satisfactory results. Baseline-scattering-
rate data were then obtained from the pure-Cu sample.

The Cu(Ni) sample was obtained by diffusion of the Ni
impurity into the pure-Cu sample described previously. A
thin layer of nickel was vacuum-evaporated onto the pol-
ished, oxygen-annealed pure-Cu surface. The nickel was
then diffused into the Cu using a high-temperature anneal.
The anneal was performed by annealing the Ni-coated Cu
sample in vacuum at 790 C for 373.5 h. After annealing
the sample was electropolished to a predetermined depth
to obtain the desired Ni concentration. Using diffusion
theory it is estimated that the resulting Ni concentration
was between 1 and 10 ppm. '

C. Scattering-rate measurements
and analysis in Cu and Cu(Ni)

D. Experimental results

Scattering rates before and after alloying with Ni were
obtained. A series of 10 spectra from the (110) sample
plane of Cu and Cu(Ni) were obtained and analyzed. Fig-
ure 4 shows a typical spectrum prior to and after alloying.
The dramatic change is evident. Shown are resonant spec-
tra from the (110) sample plane of pure Cu and Cu(Ni).
The magnetic field is along the ( 110) axis. The mi-
crowave electric field is along the (100) axis. Signals
that contribute to the observed spectrum originate from
the Fermi surface near the (100) axis and from regions
midway between the ( 100) axis and the ( 111) axis.

Table I summarizes the resulting changes in scattering
rate upon alloying. The scattering rate I" (I'=1/cur) is
given for the (110) planes of Cu and Cu(Ni) as a function
of the angle 8 that the applied magnetic field makes with
the (110) axis in the sample plane. The angle P taken
with respect to the (100) direction locates the region of
the Fermi surface which gives rise to the signal. The an-
gle hP measures the strip width over which there is a sig-
nificant contribution to the observed resonance spectrum.
The quantity EI * is the change in scattering rate upon al-
loying with Ni Th.e angle g indicates the angle the rf
electric field inakes with the (100) axis.

Figure 5 shows the change in scattering rate Al * as a
function of Fermi-surface location. Again the angle P is
taken with respect to the (100) axis and the center of the
Brillouin zone. Unfortunately, no data could be obtained
for points between the (111) and the (110) axis due to
the large amount of electron scattering which occurred in
the alloyed sample.

The anisotropy observed with magnetic-field-induced
surface-state resonances is consistent with that obtained
from dHvA measurements by Coleridge. These measure-
ments were obtained from the variation in the Dingle tem-
perature x over the Cu Fermi surface and are shown in
Fig. 5. Allowing for the uncertainties in the quoted dHvA
measurements and the uncertainties in the surface-state
measurements, the two sets are seen to be in excellent
agreement. Such comparison demonstrates the reliability
of both techniques.

Scattering-rate measurements were made for a variety
of points on the Fermi surface of the pure Cu and Cu(Ni)
samples. Extraction of the scattering rates was done by
fitting the theoretical spectrum to the experimentally ob-
tained data. The actual technique used is described else-
where and will be only briefly reviewed here.

Essentially, the scattering rate is treated as an adjustable
parameter. Theoretical spectra are chosen which approxi-
mate the experimentally obtained spectra. Final choice of
the spectrum which gives the best fit to the experimental
data is made by graphic comparison of the actual ob-
served resonance spectrum to the theoretical ones. The
scattering-rate value of the theoretical spectrum which
gave rise to the best fit is then chosen as the value for that
region of the Fermi surface from which the lines originat-
ed. The various regions of the Fermi surface from which
signals can be observed are shown in Fig. 3.

Cu (I I 0)
C (N'}(

IO
I

l5
H(oe}

20 25 50

FKJ. 4. Comparison of magnetic-field-induced surface-state
resonances in Cu (solid line) and Cu(wi) {dashed line). H is
parallel to the (110) axis and the microwave electric field is
parallel to the (100) axis.
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TABLE I. I results for the (110) plane in Cu and Cu(Ni) vs 0, the angle the magnetic field makes
with the (110) axis. Angle P is measured from the (100) direction and locates the contributing elec-
trons. Angle hP is a measure of the strip width over which there are significant contributions to I
Angle P locates the orientation of the rf electric field relative to the (100) direction.

0
(deg) (deg)

0
22.5

b,P
(deg)

0 —7.5
10 —27.5

(deg)

—25

(CU)

0.17
0.16

r*
[Cu(Ni)]

0.2
0.33

0.03
0.17

0
22.5
40

0 —7.5
10 —27.5

27.5—42.5

0.14
0.2
0.17

0.2
0.33
0.25

0.06
0.13
0.08

10 3
22.5
23
40
40

0 —10
10 —30
10 —30
30 —41.5
30 —41.5

—25 0.17
0.2
0.2
0.14
0.14

0.2
0.33
0.33
0.2
0.2

0.03
0.13
0.13
0.06
0.06

3
22.5
23
40
40

0 —10
10 —30
10 —30
30 —41.5
30 —41.5

0.14
0.2
0.2
0.17
0.17

20 5.5
21.5
24.5
35
40

0 —14
10.5—38
14 —30
30 —41.5
38 —42.5

—25 0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.14

0.25
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.2

0.05
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.06

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Scattering anisotropy

The change in scattering rate upon alloying is found to
vary markedly as one moves about the Fermi surface. For
CuNi it is lowest for electron states nearest the (100) and

O.20

X —0.4

—0.5

( 111) neck regions and highest for regions around
/=20' —30. The measured change in scattering rate is
found to vary by a factor of 5 in this region. There is also
a smooth variation of the change in scattering rate as one
moves from the (100) to (111)axis.

The anisotropy observed in Cu(Ni) is quite different
from that seen in Cu(A1). Figure 6 shows the anisotropy
in Cu(A1) as measured by the authors using magnetic in-
duced surface states and by Coleridge and Templeton us-
ing the dHvA effect. ' As may be seen, the scattering in
Cu(Ni) is a maximum where the scattering in Cu(AI) is a
minimum (P =20'—30'). Also, the electron states near the
( 100) and ( 111) axes are scattered least in Cu(Ni)
whereas in Cu(A1) they are scattered the most.

O. I 0
CI —0.2

B. Effect of anisotropy on the Hall coefficient

0.05

000 I [ l I I I I I

0 )0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

(IOO) (t'ai) (iso)

FIG. 5. Comparison of EI * in Cu(Ni) as a function of
Fermi-surface location to deduced variation of total scattering
rate S from dHvA studies of Cu(Ni). 0 denotes this study and
& denotes that of Coleridge (Ref. 8).

The anisotropy of electron scattering plays a critical
role in all-electron transport phenomena. A particularly
interesting observation may be made regarding the signifi-
cance of the scattering-rate anisotropy by examining the
anisotropy's effect on the Hall coefficient. To do this in a
simple way, consider the expression due to Tsuji' for the
low-field Hall coefficient in a cubic metal with anisotropic
scattering time

12~3
~

v (k)V [(1/p)],„dS
ce [r(k) VdS]
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FIG. 6. b, I * in Cu(A1) as a function of Fermi-surface loca-
tion from magnetic-field-induced surface-state resonances {Ref.
6). 0 denotes this study and && denotes that of Coleridge (Ref.
8).

FIG. 7. Fraction of s, p, and d states in the Cu electron wave
function vs Fermi-surface location P in the (110) plane measured
with respect to the (100) axis from the center of the zone.

Here r(k) is the scattering time at a point on the Fermi
surface, V is the Fermi velocity, and
[1/p],„=—,(1/pi+ 1/pq) where p, and pz are the principal
radii of curvature of the Fermi surface at the point con-
sidered. Further we define the reduced Hall coefficient as

r =R/RFE,
where RFE is the free-electron (FE) Hall coefficient.

If the Tsuji expression for the Hall coefficient is
evaluated within the two-band model, one obtains for the
reduced Hall coefficient

r~ f~ [(1/p)]«V dS +r~ f~ [(1/p)]»V dS
r =4m '2

rg f VdS+r~ f VdS
4

where p and S are here expressed in terms of the Fermi-
surface radius for a free-electron metal with one electron
per atom. The quantities ~z and ~& are averaged scatter-
ing times ascribed to the belly and neck areas, respective-
ly. Typically, the neck area is defined as lying within an
angle of 20' from the (111)direction.

Dugdale and Firth used the two-band expression to
evaluate the dependence of the reduced Hall coefficient on
the ratio of ~~ to w~. With the use of measured values of
the low-temperature Hall coefficient in Cu(Ni) alloys of
various concentrations, Dugdale and Firth also obtained
an extrapolated value of the characteristic Hall coefficient
of —6.0&&10 "m c '. This gives a reduced Hall coeffi-
cient of 0.8. In combination with the two-band model this
suggests that the anisotropy. of ~& to ~z is then 0.7 or

They note that this is inconsistent with the
Dingle-temperature data from dHvA measurements which
predicts a ratio of about 2.0.

To resolve this discrepancy, they suggest that the
marked bulging of the Fermi surface near the (100)
direction tends to make a larger contribution than can be

accounted for in a two-band model. Therefore, they con-
clude that a three-band model may be needed in which
average scattering ratios around the neck regions
(100) directions rico, and around the belly regions ~~,
must all be considered. With the use of this model and
the Hall-effect data they obtain scattering anisotropies
consistent with Dingle-temperature measurements.

The use of the two-band model by Dugdale and Firth is
consistent with a history of differentiating the properties
of the neck electrons from the rest of the electrons in the
noble metals. Dugdale and Basinski, ' for example, were
able in this way to interpret the deviations from
Matthiesen's rule in a large number of noble-metal alloys.
In fact our results on the variation of the electron scatter-
ing rate over the Fermi surface show the variation to be
continuous and large, reaching factors of 4 or 5. The size
of the anisotropy indicates that the scattering anisotropy
is even more important than the Fermi-surface shape an-
isotropy. This is particularly true for the Hall effect since
r enters as the square while p enters as the first power.
The more or less continuous variation of the scattering
rate emphasizes the artificiality of a two- or even three
band model. Nevertheless, if we define rtoo and ~~ as
simply the arithmetic average of the minimum and max-
imum value of the scattering time for their respective re-
gions and rz as the value in the vicinity of the (110) axis
then we obtain v.&/~z ——1.8 and w&oo/~z ——2.0 very near-
ly in agreement with Dugdale and Firth's conclusion from
Hall-effect data.

C. Origin of the anisotropy

The anisotropy may be understood by comparing the
measured variation in scattering rate with the variations
of the specific nature of the electron wave functions over
the Cu Fermi surface. Figure 7 gives the relative amounts
of s, p, and d components in the Cu electron wave func-
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tion over the Fermi surface in the (110) plane. These
fractions were obtained from augmented-plane-wave cal-
culations. ' One can compare the scattering anisotropy
of Fig. 5 with the variation in wave function given in Fig.
7. As is clearly evident, there is a high correlation be-
tween the d-state fraction and the scattering-rate anisotro-
py. One can therefore conclude that the scattering poten-
tial introduced by the nickel scatters primarily the states
with d-like symmetry. By comparison, the anisotropy
seen in Cu(A1) correlates well with the variation in p state.
As we noted elsewhere the latter implies that the scatter-
ing potential introduced by the aluminum connects pri-
marily p states with p states. An exactly analogous argu-
ment can be made to show that Ni results in scattering
from d states to other d states.

In conclusion, we have used magnetic induced surface
states to study the change in scattering rate upon alloying
of Cu with Ni. We have found the results to be in good
agreement with those obtained from dHvA measurements.
Using these results we see that a two- or even three-band

model is not entirely adequate to describe the Hall coeffi-
cient (or other transport properties) in alloys of Cu with
Ni or Al. Instead, the continuously varying anisotropy
around the Fermi surface must be accounted for. Finally,
we see that in Cu there is a close correlation between the
nature of the electron scattered by Ni and Al and the
atomic nature of those two impurities.
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